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.
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.
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. enduring, 4-31
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.
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RULE AGAINST PERPETUITIES
rule at common law before statutory modification, Com-41
. statutory modification of rule against perpetuities extremes,Com-42
. statutory modification of rule against perpetuities middle ground, Com-43
.

SEPARATE WILLS FOR FOREIGN OR OTHER SEPARATE ASSETS See also WILLS, COMPLETE
. Form 8 codicil executed in Ireland (but drafted in Canada)linking existing Irish will to new separate will
(Form 9), 5-37
. Form 9 will disposing of Canadian assets only, 5-40
SIMPLE WILLS I See also WILLS, COMPLETE
Form 1 outright bequest, 5-3
. . plain language alternative, 5-4
. Form 2 outright bequest, 5-5
. . plain language alternative, 5-6
. Form 3 trust will, 5-7
. . commentary, 5-9
. . plain language alternative, 5-11
. Form 4 trust will, 5-17
. . conflicting interest, 5-20.1
. . legacy to guardian, 5-20.1
. . residence, 5-20.1
. . suggestion list, 5-20.1
. Form 5 trust will, 5-21
. . executor taking beneficially, 5-27
. . investment in land, 5-28
. . issue, 5-27
. . personal articles, 5-28
.

SIMPLE WILLS II See also WILLS, COMPLETE
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. Form 7 shortened will for surviving spouse 5-34
.

SPECIFIC BEQUESTS (CLAUSE 10) See also DISPOSITIVE CLAUSES
charitable bequests, 3-12
. . model clause, 3-12
. cy-pres doctrine, 3-12.2
. disposition of personal and household articles, 3-8
. . additional clause (payment of costs), 3-10
. additional clause (specific bequests of electronic equipment), 3-12.2
. . additional clause (specific bequests of property), 3-11
. . additional clause (trust of specified capital amount for specified beneficiary), 3-11
. . alternate clause (distribution of articles by agreement or by lots among adult persons), 3-9
. . alternate clause (gift of personal and household articles to children), 3-8
. . alternate clause (memorandum), 3-9
. . alternate clause (right to use and enjoy household articles for life followed by distribution among adult
children), 3-10
. . model clause, 3-8
. . property descriptions, 3-12
. expenses of packaging and delivering specific bequests, 3-12.1
. inclusions in the definition of property not contemplated by common law, 3-12.1
. minimizing probate tax on specific bequests, 3-12.4
.
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tax advantages, 3-12.1
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SPECIFIC TRUSTS (CLAUSE 13B) See also DISPOSITIVE CLAUSES
alternate clause (discretion trust for adult child), 3-26.5
. alternate clause (trust for limited educational purpose),3-26.4
. alternate clause (trusts for adult children with disabilities), 3-26.4
. alternate clause (trusts for spendthrift adult beneficiaries), 3-26.3
. charitable trusts, 3-26.6
. . model clause, 3-26.6
.

SPOUSE TRUSTS (CLAUSE 13A) See also DISPOSITIVE CLAUSES
blended families, 3-26.2(1)
. “issue”, 3-26.2
. loss of capacity, spouse, provision for, 3-23
. model clause, 3-21
. . additional clause (direction to pay to be added to trusts for children), 3-26.2(1)
. . additional clause (election under the Matrimonial Property Act), 3.26.2(2)
. . alternate clause (capital to children; gift over on trust failure), 3-26.1
. . alternate clause (income trusts for children during spouse’s life), 3-26
. . alternate clause (payment of capital to children in tranches), 3-26.1
. . alternate clause (spouse trust with income trusts for children), 3-26
. . alternate clause (spouse trust with power of encroachment), 3-24
. spouse with lost capacity, 3-24
. spouse income trust, taxation, 3-24
.

SUCCESSION DUTY ACT (QUEBEC)
repealed for all estates opened after May 27, 1986, Com-33

.

SUCCESSION LAW REFORM ACT (ONT.), ONT-63
TAXATION OF TRUST INCOME
accumulating income, Com-52
. . income accumulating and not subject of preferred beneficiary election, Com-52
. . multiple trusts, Com-53
. . preferred beneficiary election, Com-52
. currently distributable income, Com-49
. . amounts payable to beneficiary, Com-49
. . benefits, Com-52
. . upkeep or maintenance of trust property, Com-51
. deemed realization, Com-56
. eligible funeral arrangements, Com-58
. generally, Com-47
. income allocated between trust and beneficiary flow-through rules, Com-53
. . death benefits, Com-56
. . foreign taxes, Com-55
. . pension benefits, Com-55
. . phantom income, Com-55
. . taxable capital gains, Com-54
. . taxable dividends, Com-54
. Part XII.2 tax, Com-57
.

TESTAMENTARY TRUSTS, see also RESIDUE (CLAUSE 14)
alter ego trusts, 7A-5
. . considerations in use of, 7A-6.3
. . precedent, see TESTAMENTARY TRUSTS - PRECEDENTS
.
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avoiding probate, use of trusts, 7A-5
capacity, 7A-2
constitution of trust, 7A-3
insurance trusts, 7A-5
introduction, 7A-1
joint partner trusts, 7A-5
. considerations in use of, 7A-6
. precedent, see TESTAMENTARY TRUSTS - PRECEDENTS
limitations, 7A-4
other advantages, 7A-3
. protection of testator’s estate from challenges, 7A-3
. provision for beneficiaries with disability, 7A-4
substitute for will, 3-20.1
tax advantages, 7A-3
taxation of a U.S. testamentary trust, 7A-6.4
three certainties, 7A-1
. intention, 7A-1
. object, 7A-2
. subject matter, 7A-2
trustee obligations & personal responsibility, 3-20

TESTAMENTARY TRUSTS - PRECEDENTS
alter ego trust, 7A-7
. joint partner trust, 7A-11
.

TESTIMONIUM (CLAUSE 16) See also ADMINISTRATIVE POWERS OF EXECUTORS AND
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